Surgical resection is the only option of cure for patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. Risk of recurrence after metastasectomy is around 75%. Use of adjuvant chemotherapy after metastasectomy is controversial. Aim To address whether adjuvant systemic therapy after colorectal cancer metastasectomy offers any survival benefit compared with surgery alone. Methods Systematic review of literature and metaanalysis of all available randomised evidence. Relative hazards (RHs) were summarised across trials and heterogeneity was assessed with the Q and I2 statistics. Results Five trials were eligible. Three trials, all using single-agent fluoropyrimidine chemotherapy, presented data valuable for analyses. 482 patients were included in the meta-analysis: 238 randomly assigned to receive postoperative chemotherapy and 244 to metastasectomy only. We found no overall survival (OS) benefit with the use of postoperative single-agent fluoropyrimidines compared with surgery alone, even if a trend for benefit was observed (relative hazard (RH)=0.781, 95% CI 0.593 to 1.030, p=0.080). Significant disease-free survival benefit with the use of postoperative chemotherapy was observed (RH=0.645, 95% CI 0.509 to 0.818, p=0.001). No quality of life (QL) data were available. All trials showed accrual delay, two stopped and one recruiting after 10 years. Long follow-up needs were evidenced since OS curves split only after 3.5 years. Conclusions No OS benefit was documented from the use of postoperative monochemotherapy. Metastasectomy alone continues to be the standard of care. Combination chemotherapy regimens should be evaluated along with QL assessment in future trials appropriately designed for long-term accrual and follow-up.
AbstrAct
Surgical resection is the only option of cure for patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. Risk of recurrence after metastasectomy is around 75%. Use of adjuvant chemotherapy after metastasectomy is controversial. Aim To address whether adjuvant systemic therapy after colorectal cancer metastasectomy offers any survival benefit compared with surgery alone. Methods Systematic review of literature and metaanalysis of all available randomised evidence. Relative hazards (RHs) were summarised across trials and heterogeneity was assessed with the Q and I2 statistics. Results Five trials were eligible. Three trials, all using single-agent fluoropyrimidine chemotherapy, presented data valuable for analyses. 482 patients were included in the meta-analysis: 238 randomly assigned to receive postoperative chemotherapy and 244 to metastasectomy only. We found no overall survival (OS) benefit with the use of postoperative single-agent fluoropyrimidines compared with surgery alone, even if a trend for benefit was observed (relative hazard (RH)=0.781, 95% CI 0.593 to 1.030, p=0.080). Significant disease-free survival benefit with the use of postoperative chemotherapy was observed (RH=0.645, 95% CI 0.509 to 0.818, p=0.001). No quality of life (QL) data were available. All trials showed accrual delay, two stopped and one recruiting after 10 years. Long follow-up needs were evidenced since OS curves split only after 3.5 years. Conclusions No OS benefit was documented from the use of postoperative monochemotherapy. Metastasectomy alone continues to be the standard of care. Combination chemotherapy regimens should be evaluated along with QL assessment in future trials appropriately designed for long-term accrual and follow-up.
IntRoduCtIon
Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer worldwide. 1 2 Approximately 60% of patients will present with colorectal liver metastases during the course of disease. 3 Surgical resection is the only option of cure for patients with metastatic colorectal cancer however the risk of recurrence after metastasectomy is around 75% with the liver being the most frequent site of relapse. 4 5 Adjuvant chemotherapy improves diseasefree survival (DFS), however evidence for overall survival (OS) benefit from clinical trials and meta-analyses studies are controversial, [6] [7] [8] thus, its routine use is not universally recommended.
Key questions
What is already known about this subject?
► Risk of recurrence after colorectal cancer liver metastasectomy for curative intent is around 75%. ► The use of adjuvant chemotherapy after metastasectomy is controversial. ► Only five small randomised trial from 1991 investigated the role of postoperative chemotherapy versus metastasectomy alone.
What does this study add?
► Our systematic review of literature and meta-analysis of all available randomised trials evidenced no overall survival (OS) benefit with the use of postoperative single-agent fluoropyrimidines compared with surgery alone (RH=0.781, 95% CI 0.593 to 1.030, p=0.080). ► Significant disease-free survival benefit with the use of postoperative chemotherapy was observed (RH=0.645, 95% CI 0.509 to 0.818, p=0.001), however no quality of life (QL) data were available to assess the quality of benefit. ► In all the analysed trials, the OS curves were identical within the first 3.5 years after resection, and split later on with a trend for OS benefit. ► All eligible randomised trials suffered from low accrual rates (two were stopped due to low accrual rate) and one is still struggling to recruit 300 patients 10 years after its initiation in 2007.
However, in previous contrasting analyses, both randomised data from preoperative, perioperative and postoperative trials as well as data from high-quality non-randomised trials were used. [6] [7] [8] [9] Moreover, the tegafur-uracil randomised trial was not included in any previous analyses since the follow-up data were not available yet. 6 To address whether adjuvant systemic therapy after colorectal cancer metastasectomy offers any survival benefit compared with surgery alone, we performed a systematic review of literature and meta-analysis of all actually available cumulative randomised evidence from randomised trials. Only randomised evidence was included in the study. 
MAteRIAl And Methods

eligibility criteria
We considered as eligible all randomised controlled trials that compared surgery alone versus adjuvant systemic therapy after colorectal cancer metastasectomy for curative intent in patients with advanced colorectal cancer. Trials were eligible regardless of the doses and schedules used for the regimens compared. We excluded earlier meeting abstracts because preliminary reports are opened to modification, as well as single-arm studies, dose-escalation studies, and non-randomised and pseudorandomised trials (eg, those with alternate allocation of subjects).
Trials that used other concomitant anticancer treatments (eg, radiofrequency ablation, radiotherapy or radioisotopic treatment) were eligible if these treatments did not differ systematically between the investigated arms. Trials in which the compared arms differed systematically in the use of these additional disease-related treatments were, however, excluded because the differences in survival could not necessarily be attributed to the comparison of adjuvant systemic chemotherapy with standard surgery alone. Whenever multiple reports pertained to overlapping groups of patients, we retained only the report with longest follow-up (largest number of events) for the meta-analysis calculations to avoid duplication of information. Data from interim analyses were eligible if no further final data were available. data extraction and outcomes A literature search was performed by two independent reviewers: DM and GZr. independently searched medical libraries, LT and GZf. independently performed specific journals searches, PF and AP independently performed scrutinised 2014-2017 conferences. In case of disagreement between independent searches GP (gastrointestinal oncology expert) supervised the data.
From each eligible trial, we recorded the following items for both arms: authors' names; journal and year of publication; country of origin; years of patient enrolment; number of centres involved; number of patients randomly assigned and analysed per arm, age, site of metastases, the exact regimens used and their dose and schedule; the line of treatment; and any additional treatments given to both arms. We recorded study design items, including whether there was a description of the mode of randomisation, allocation concealment, the number of withdrawals per arm and blinding 11 and whether any planned or unplanned interim analyses had been performed. 12 We also recorded the median survival by arm and whether any statistically significant difference had been detected between the compared arms at a p value of 0.05.
Key questions how might this impact on clinical practice?
► Since no overall survival benefit was documented from the use of postoperative monochemotherapy, metastasectomy alone continues to be the standard of care. ► Since significant disease-free survival benefit with the use of postoperative chemotherapy was observed, chemotherapy regimens in future trials should be evaluated along with quality of life assessment in order to quantify toxicity and the quality of survival benefit achieved. ► Combination chemotherapy regimens in future trials should be appropriately designed considering the long-term requirements for accrual and follow-up.
statistical analysis
For meta-analyses of the time-to-event outcomes (OS and DFS times), the most appropriate statistic is the HR. If provided in a trial report, the HR and associated variances were used directly in the meta-analysis. HRs and 95% CIs were pooled according to the inverse of variance method. An HR (relative hazard) <1 favoured use of postoperative chemotherapy with single-agent fluoropyrimidines. The χ 2 test of heterogeneity and the I 2 statistic of inconsistency were used to assess heterogeneity among studies. Statistically significant heterogeneity was defined as a χ 2 p value <0.1 or an I 2 statistic >50%. In the absence of heterogeneity, pooled estimates of HRs with their 95% CIs were calculated using the Mantel-Haenszel method. In the presence of heterogeneity, the DerSimonian and Laird random effects method was used to pool primary study estimates. All statistical analyses were performed using STATA V.14.
Results
We identified 10 eligible reports pertaining 5 studies potentially appropriate for inclusion in data analyses (figure 1). The characteristic of the five trials that met our eligibility criteria are presented in table 1. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Of these, two trials were excluded from analyses. 13 14 The Lopez-Ladron et al's study included a total of 38 patients, was reported only in abstract form at the ASCO meeting 2003, did not address adequate data for survival analysis (just months of median survival per arm), no adequate follow-up (just 15 months), randomisation was not clearly stated in the abstract (28 patients in arm A vs 10 patients arm B), and the chemotherapy regimen administered was not stated. 13 The JCOG0603 (Japan Clinical Oncology Group) study started recruitment in March 2017 and is still ongoing and recruiting patients with last follow-up established in 2024. The JCOG0603 compares postoperative mFOLFOX vs liver metastasectomy alone, and it is the only study analysing a combination chemotherapy regimen versus surgery alone. 14 15 Since its data are not mature, no data on combined chemotherapy regimen are actually available to be included in this meta-analysis.
Consequently, the meta-analysis included a total of three eligible trials and 482 patients [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] of whom 238 had been randomly assigned to receive postoperative chemotherapy and 244 had been assigned to receive surgery only (resection of hepatic metastases). For the Japanese trial, 180 patients were recruited from 11 centres in Japan between February 2004 and December 2010. [16] [17] [18] For the ENG trial, 129 patients were recruited from 69 centres in Canada and Europe between February 1994 and January 1998 (EORTC 20 patients, National Cancer Institute of Canada 54 patients, Gruppo Italiano di Valutazione Interventi in Oncologia 55 patients). 19 20 For the FFCD trial (Federacion Francophone de Cancerologie Digestive), 173 patients were recruited from 47 centres in France, Belgium and Switzerland between December 1991 and December 2001. 21 All three trials analysed in this meta-analysis used as postoperative chemotherapy single-agent fluoropyrimidines versus surgery alone. Thereafter this meta-analysis strictly pertains to the use single-agent fluoropyrimidine therapy and no implications may be extended to polychemotherapy regimens. In the Japanese trial, uracil-tegafur plus leucovorin was used, 16 while in the FFCD and ENG trials, fluorouracil plus folinic acid was used. 19 21 All trials analysed were multicentre and described in detail the mode of randomisation while withdrawals were described in detail in two trials. 16 21 Table 2 presents patients' demographics of the three studies included in the analyses. OS was primary outcome only in the Langer study, 19 while in the Saiura and Portier trials it was a secondary outcome. Low accrual was documented in all trials and two studies were prematurely stopped for low accrual. 19 21 In the ENG study, seven patients in the postoperative chemotherapy arm and six patients in the surgery alone arm received surgical treatment with metastasectomy for lung and not liver metastases, while in other four patients, the reason for metastasectomy was not reported (table 2) . 19 20 overall survival No OS benefit was documented with use of postoperative chemotherapy compared with surgery alone, although a trend for benefit was observed (fixed-effect model, RH=0.781, 95% CI 0.593 to 1.030, p=0.080) (figure 2). No between study heterogeneity was observed (heterogeneity Χ 2 =0.27 (d.f.=2) p=0.875, I 2 =0.0%). In all three trials, the OS curves were identical within the first 3.5 years after resection, and split later on.
disease-free survival
Significant DFS benefit with the use of postoperative singleagent fluoropyrimidines was documented compared with dIsCussIon This meta-analysis showed that the actually available cumulative randomised evidence do not support the use of postoperative single-agent chemotherapy after liver metastasectomy. No OS benefit was documented with use of postoperative chemotherapy. However, since a trend for benefit was observed, a small benefit cannot be excluded. This study also strongly confirmed that use of adjuvant chemotherapy with single-agent fluoropyrimidines after resection of liver metastasis improves DFS compared with surgery alone. However, in the absence of OS differences, a DFS advantage cannot constitute by itself a reason to administer chemotherapy without having any information on the magnitude of QL gain. Thereafter, in light of the available randomised evidence surgery alone should continue to be the standard arm for studies evaluating the impact of chemo-regimens among patients with completely resected colorectal cancer liver metastases with curative intent. We also found that the length of follow-up is an important issue to be taken in to account in future trials. In all trials analysed the OS curves were superimposable for at least the first 3.5 years of follow-up and split later on. The length of follow-up in the examined studies for OS analyses was 6 years (18) (table 1). Whether this phenomenon of late curve sharing is due to the long time needed for accrual, to early deaths among unfit treated patients in the chemo-arm or to other causes is unknown. A single-patient data meta-analysis might be probably able to focus on these variables. 22 However, in light of the observed delay in curve sharing, shortening the accrual period should be imperative in future trials in this setting in order to have more timely results.
This meta-analysis included 482 randomised patients and summarises the actual available evidence for the use of postoperative chemotherapy after liver metastasectomy compared with liver metastasectomy alone. The number of patients analysed is of particular importance considering that since 2003 all randomised trials in this setting suffered from low accrual rates. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Two of five studies were stopped due to low accrual rate, [19] [20] [21] and one is still struggling to recruit 300 patients 10 years after its initiation in 2007. 14 15 Thereafter the recruitment environment is particularly hostile.
For these reasons from 2002 to 2016, only two randomised trials, respectively published in 2002 and 2006, 19 21 presented data for survival analysis. Data on 278 randomised patients from these trials were combined and analysed by Mitry et al. 20 No randomised data were afterwards available for the use of chemotherapy in the posthepatic metastasectomy setting until 2016, when early survival data from the Saiura trial were released. 17 Long-term survival data of the Saiura study were afterwards presented in 2017 by Hasegawa et al. 18 Due to its sample size, the inclusion of the Saiura trial 17 in the analyses for cumulative randomised evidence was of particular importance. Indeed, due to accrual problems in the Langer and Portier studies, only 278 patients were combined and analysed in the Mitry et al's meta-analysis. 20 The Saiura trial itself included ~66% of patients (new evidence) when compared with the Mitry et al's study (180/278). This adds in study power in our meta-analysis and gives us the possibility to present more solid results and to reduce related CIs.
In the past, after 2008, many meta-analytic studies tried to answer the question for the use of postmetastasectomy chemotherapy among patients with resectable colorectal cancer liver metastases. Due to the paucity of randomised evidence, most of these studies generally powered their analyses with the inclusion of highquality non-randomised trials [6] [7] [8] [9] and/or analysed the overall impact of systemic chemotherapy (preoperative, perioperative and postoperative). However, this led to controversial results and biases. Indeed, in these studies, the overall proportion of patients randomised for the use of postoperative chemotherapy versus non-use ranged from 12% to 45%, with the vast majority of patients being non-randomised 55%-88% (from cohort or retrospective matched controlled studies). [6] [7] [8] [9] The cumulative results were therefore largely driven by non-randomised trials and chemotherapy use in the perioperative setting. Conversely, summarising data from neoadjuvant, perioperative and postoperative chemotherapy for resectable liver metastases from colorectal cancer may lead to misleading conclusions since treatment in the preoperative setting may affect outcomes and cloud conclusions on the value of postoperative chemotherapy. Consequently, the cumulative evidence from these data cannot be generalised to the adjuvant setting and cannot provide answers on what physicians have to do in clinical practice for patients undergoing liver metastasectomy with curative intent.
Our study was strictly tailored to scrutinise whether postoperative systemic chemotherapy after colorectal cancer metastasectomy offers any survival benefit compared with metastasectomy alone. Since data from randomised trials are actually available in this setting, there is no place for the use of surrogates (data non-randomised or form 'nearby-setting') in the analysis. Randomised evidence is now firm itself with a nice sample size of ~500 randomized patients analysed in our study.
To the best of our knowledge, only one trial (on 300 randomised patients) is still ongoing in this setting (Kanemitsu JCOG0603), however it will be closed for analysis only in 2024. 15 For this reason this meta-analysis presents the cumulative actually available evidence and will represent a landmark at least until 2024, or until new data will be published in this setting. Nonetheless considering the long time needed to accrual and follow-up for survival analysis, it is extremely improbable that future studies will give their results until 2024.
Since the role of postmetastasectomy chemotherapy among patients with colorectal cancer metastases is to eliminate micrometastases, it may be argued that the use of FOLFOX and CAPEOX regimens might be of greater benefit than the use of single-agent fluoropyrimidines. However, at the moment we have no data to support the use of combined chemotherapy. Indeed, we have to consider that many patients after liver metastasectomy are frail and not eligible for combination chemotherapy. The EORTC 40983 study on perioperative FOLFOX chemotherapy did not show an OS advantage, 23 while the JCOG0603 study, evaluating the use of postoperative mFOLFOX versus metastasectomy alone, is planned to be closed for data analysis in 2024.
For these reasons, it will be better to enrol our patients in randomised trials in order to clarify which will be the best treatment option for these patients in the future.
Several limitations must be considered when interpreting these results. First, this meta-analysis is based on published data and a meta-analysis of individual level data might define more clearly treatment benefits. 22 Second, many trials identified were reported in abstract form only, making complete data difficult to extract for analyses. Third, the results strictly pertain the use of single-agent fluoropyrimidines and may not be generalised to other combination chemotherapy regimens.
Allowing for these caveats, this meta-analysis showed that currently available randomised evidence does not support the hypothesis that adjuvant chemotherapy with single-agent fluoropyrimidines after resection of liver metastasis likely alters the natural course of the disease, because it does not affect OS. Until further evidence from new clinical trials becomes available, systemic adjuvant treatment after liver metastasectomy should not be routinely recommended. Modern combination chemotherapy regimens should be evaluated for efficacy in future trials appropriately designed for long follow-up with the QL as an endpoint.
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